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Reward visitors and consumers
over Blockchain using AI & IoT

Based of a research program from Ecole Polytechnique (French Leading Engineering School) 
and UC Berkeley, Universal Reward Protocol leverages blockchain, IoT and AI technologies 
to transform the way customer loyalty programs and reward ecosystem work.

Universal Reward Protocol is a blockchain-based protocol where retailers can reward shoppers 
for multiple behaviors like simply visiting the store. By accepting to share their shopping data 
with the network, a shopper earns reward tokens, while the data is used by retailers to build 
redemption offers that best suit each customer’s needs. Shoppers can then redeem their 
tokens through these exclusive and personalized offers. 

A dApp like Occi can be used as a Proof-of-Behavior in this Protocol to reward in-store 
activity using the IoT and AI technology build and installed with some of the largest retailers 
worldwide.

Shoppers can finally enjoy all the benefits of a fully customized, omni-channel customer 
universal reward program, portable across all their favorite retailers. All with each customer’s 
privacy as a priority, and with the full transparency of blockchain technology.

Technology numbers:

https://t.me/UniversalRewardProtocolOfficial
https://twitter.com/RewardProtocol
https://www.linkedin.com/company/reward-protocol/
https://medium.com/@RewardProtocol



